
FACING LIFE’S
GREATEST 

DISAPPOINTMENTS

2 Timothy 1:15-18



1) Many became unfaithful
      and unreliable.

         
  



1) Many became unfaithful
      and unreliable.

         A. All who were in Asia. (v.15)

         
  



1) Many became unfaithful
      and unreliable.

         A. All who were in Asia. (v.15)

         B. Particularly Phygelus
             and Hermogenes. (v.15)

  



2) Some remain faithful
     and reliable. -Onesiphorus-

         
  



2) Some remain faithful
     and reliable. -Onesiphorus-

         A. Who he was:

         
  



2) Some remain faithful
     and reliable. -Onesiphorus-

         A. Who he was:

1.  Meaning of his name:

2.  His position in the church of Ephesus:

3.  His status in life:

  



2) Some remain faithful
     and reliable. -Onesiphorus-

         A. Who he was:

1.  Meaning of his name: “Profit-bringer”

2.  His position in the church of Ephesus:

3.  His status in life:

         
  



2) Some remain faithful
     and reliable. -Onesiphorus-

         A. Who he was:

1.  Meaning of his name: “Profit-bringer”

2.  His position in the church of Ephesus: Deacon?

3.  His status in life:

  



2) Some remain faithful
     and reliable. -Onesiphorus-

         A. Who he was:

1.  Meaning of his name: “Profit-bringer”

2.  His position in the church of Ephesus: Deacon?

3.  His status in life: We have no idea! God knows
     Onesiphorus and acknowledges him,
     but the world knows nothing about him.

         
  



2) Some remain faithful                  (Continued)

     and reliable. -Onesiphorus-

         B. What he did:

         
  



2) Some remain faithful                  (Continued)

     and reliable. -Onesiphorus-

         B. What he did:

   1.  Rendered significant services at Ephesus.

         
  



2) Some remain faithful                  (Continued)

     and reliable. -Onesiphorus-

         B. What he did:

   1.  Rendered significant services at Ephesus.

   2.  Came to Rome to assist Paul.

         
  



2) Some remain faithful                  (Continued)

     and reliable. -Onesiphorus-

         B. What he did:

   1.  Rendered significant services at Ephesus.

   2.  Came to Rome to assist Paul.

   3.  He often “refreshed” Paul.

         
  



2) Some remain faithful                  (Continued)

     and reliable. -Onesiphorus-

         B. What he did:

   1.  Rendered significant services at Ephesus.

   2.  Came to Rome to assist Paul.

   3.  He often “refreshed” Paul.

   4.  Was not ashamed of Paul’s chains.

         
  



2) Some remain faithful                  (Continued)

     and reliable. -Onesiphorus-

     C. What the Lord will do for him:

         
  



2) Some remain faithful                  (Continued)

     and reliable. -Onesiphorus-

     C. What the Lord will do for him:

      1.  Show mercy to his household.

         
  



2) Some remain faithful                  (Continued)

     and reliable. -Onesiphorus-

     C. What the Lord will do for him:

      1.  Show mercy to his household.

      2.  He will find mercy from the Lord
           on the day of judgement.

         
  



You must remain
faithful - even in the

midst of life’s deepest 
disappointments!
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